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Introduction:  The western Ismenius region is com-
posed of Late Noachian to Hesperian plateau partially 
covered by glacial landforms such as lobate debris 
aprons. The most interesting region of glacial land-
forms occurrence is located in the central Ismenius, 
namely Deuteronilus Mensae, where fretted terrains cut 
the highlands. This region was actively studied during 
decades because of the presence of  fluvial and glacial 
structures. In contrast, few interest has been shown for 
the western Ismenius Lacus region, where only poor 
fluvial and glacial landforms were visible at Viking 
scale. Now, Mars Express High Resolution Stereo-
scopic Camera (HRSC) displays a region of fluvial fea-
tures, including sinuous branching valleys, wide rec-
tangular valleys with grooves and fans. These land-
forms depict a unique region where late episodes of 
fluvial activity played a significant role (Fig. 1). 
Erosional landforms : Erosional valleys are observed 
over >1000 km from South or North, locally joining the 
northern plains. These landforms are different from 
usual highland valley networks. Sinuous branching 
valleys locally exist but with a poor branching pattern 
and no real drainage basin. Erosional grooves are 
found inside 1 to 10 km large valleys, similar to grooves 
found in outflow channels. This erosional style is 
found in many locations, sometimes cutting sinuous 
valleys, sometimes being eroded by subsequent sinu-
ous valleys. Most outflow channels have no clear start-
ing point. They appear inside plains as soon as the 
slope reaches a threshold above typically 0.1° suggest-
ing that floods occur over several flat plains without 
eroding the substratum. Most landforms does not sug-
gest a sustained activity as for valley networks, but a 
short-lived activity not requiring a warmer climate. 
Depositional fans: At the end of outflow channels as 
well as some sinuous channels is found a series of de-
positional fans identifiable by their texture, their shape 
and their flat plateau. Fans are located at the northern 
edge of these valleys, and they occur either on flat pla-
teaus, or inside lows such as old impact craters. Most 
fans are dissected by small gullies at the front slope 
suggesting a late fluvial activity occurred, or that dewa-
tering of fans was enough intense to produce a local 
erosion.  
Closed basins: A dozen of closed basins have been 
identified in which fluvial flows vanish, sometimes with 
depositional fans, sometimes without. These basins are 
expected to have been filled by standing bodies of wa-
ter during a short duration, as suggested by the style 
of fluvial landforms linked to them. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: A HRSC view with MOLA topography in color 
of a part of fluvial and depositional landforms in west-
ern Ismenius Lacus region. O1 and O2 shows the loca-
tion of two large channels with erosional grooves. O1 
display two depositional fans, LF, a 15 km long fan pre-
sent on the plateau, and F, a 5 km long fan inside the 
depression to the NE. C is a collapse structure. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2:A close-up over the HRSC image of the western 
side of Figure 1. The fan is the westernmost fluvial 
landforms visible formed from the channels O1. C is the 
largest collapse structure of a series of similar features, 
displaying concentric cracks interpreted as due to a 
collapse inside this flat plain.  
 
Collapse structures: Among basins containing deposi-
tional fans, three basins display concentric structures 
not seen on Mars elsewhere (C on Fig. 2, Fig. 3). These 
structures are 500 m to 3 km in width, they are formed 
by circular fractures. The center of the structure is usu-
ally in a topographic low relative to the plain in which it 
forms. The fractures are very vertical, with scarps al-
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most invisible from nadir MOC images. These struc-
tures display all characteristics of collapses, with con-
centric patterns, cracks, topographic depression. The 
origin of the collapse remains unclear. The flat plain in 
which they form may be either a sedimentary or vol-
canic plain, or even a former lake transformed into ice 
and preserved due to the high latitude (40°) of this re-
gion. The material is highly brittle, which property can 
fit basaltic material or water ice as well. Assuming the 
latter origin, similar collapse structures exist above 
subglacial volcanoes when they begin to form, as for 
the Icelandic subglacial volcano Grimsvötn. A more 
conventional sedimentary filling may display the same 
effect if it still contain the water as ice in pores. Alterna-
tively, sedimentary mud diapirs may also create a simi-
lar deformation with later collapse of the material. As-
suming the plain is a lava plain, the collapse structures 
may correspond to a collapse over pre-existing vents. 
A closer analysis will be done to identify key character-
istics for determining the origin of these landforms. 
Valleys and fans indicate the occurrence of fluvial 
processes with local standing bodies of water well after 
the usual Early Mars period considered to have been 
warmer, in a . 
Preliminary conclusions: The presence of many fluvial 
landforms with transient standing bodies of water and 
unique collapse structures may indicate the occurrence 
of specific processes in this region. The identification 
of unique type of collapse in this region together out-
flow channels may indicate the role of water ice and/or 
volcanic activity as two major processes in this region. 
Nevertheless, no obvious volcanic vent is visible and 
the glacial landforms observed, such as the lobate de-
bris aprons, clearly postdate the observed fluvial pat-
terns, thus limiting the evidence for obvious glacial 
patterns at the time of the fluvial activity. Further work 
will be done to define better the origin of the fluvial 
flows, their age and their relationships with collapse 
structures. 
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Fig. 3: MOC image of the circular structures identified 
on HRSC images. A few radial fault also exist. 
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